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I shot somethin
Somethin beautiful
As soon as I seen it
I had to kill it
I just had to
I made a mistake
And I don't regret it at all

Welcome to the life of a up and comin rap star
No stage fright and I don't stall like a bad car
Key in the ignition my mission is demolition
Rebuildin from the ground go around opposition
When in my position, listen to intuition
Pride drippin from my pores you will never catch me
slippin
Politican til I'm paid in full
Like a full ride scholarship can't slip ya know
I go in til the death of me success I got the recipe
Drive off the richter ain't no point in tryna measure me
Livin life Heavenly, uhh not really
Friendships dwindled simple things got sticky
Will they miss me when I'm gone that's the age old
question
Get it how ya live it that's the age old lesson
Ain't no guessin when the mothaf***in pain won't
lessen
I'm a King but I'm messin with the same old peasants
Same old story is it every gonna change?
Never stay the same life shiftin every day
Hate livin this way I need a peace of mind
But every other f***in day they want a piece of mine

God, I f***ed around and shot a angel
Damn, she f***ed around and shot me back
God, I f***ed around and kissed a stranger
Damn, she f***ed around and kissed me back
God, I f***ed around and shot a angel
Then I banged her, out of anger
Damn, I feel my heart bout to shatter
Spin the wheel than the box start to chatter
Shoot, shoot, shoot for the ladder
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I shoot, shoot, shoot for ya bladder
The mad hatter, demons gettin madder
Satan's gettin fatter, I'm eatin off his platter
Rotate, then splatter
I kiss kiss then the box start to chatter
Speak, if ya words only mattered
Leak, cuz it's mind over matter
Yeah, I swear I won't let it happen again
I swear it
Yeah
Hush

Damn, I f***ed around and shot a angel
Yeah, I guess a blessin ain't meant for me
Damn, I think I stripped her of her halo
And it's messin with me mentally
Mentally I'm goin nuts off the chain tryin
But I'm not really holdin up still I'm supplyin cuts
Like a barber does, makin noise alarmin em
Prayin for the day we could truly see stardom come
What a curse yet it's viewed as a gift
I done burnt a lot of bridges so I'm ready for the shift
Shift, shift, shift a lil bit
Ripped, you know I had to get my fix
S***, without me you don't exist
Caught up in a paradox life's such a b***
Write it in a paragraph as a way to vent
I repent now and then well maybe when I sin
Maybe this'll get to me and maybe it won't
If ya threatenin my family it's straight for ya throat
Got a devil for despair and a angel for hope
So I get high as a mountain when I'm down like a slope

Skip, skip, skip to my lou
Click, click, boom shoot a nut to your poon
Drip, drip, drip to ya shoe
Drip, drip, drip til ya blue
Grip, grip, grip til ya through
Slip, slip, slip in a noose
Trip, it's a trip how I do
Flip, flip, flip in the pool
God, I'm a Cobra to a Ferret
Damn, but she be yappin like a Parrot
Scream, every breath gives me merit
Air it, I'm doin somethin hysteric
Dare it, I been thinkin bout the worstest
I clip wings then I put em into hearses
Nasty, someone call the nurses
I shot an angel and it wasn't on purpose
Perverseness, d*** inside ya purses
Nervous hopin that ya body never surface



Cremate, I throw em in a furnace
Cheese cake now we done with the verses
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